ClickScanner
Get more value out of your scans!

Scan systems and multifunctional systems

Barcode-Recognition

usually produce TIF- or PDF-Files. Doing so in

All common 1D and 2D barcodes are recognized

most cases each page is saved as a file or the

right up to the industrial standard PDF417, no

entire batch is saved as one file.

matter where the barcode is placed.

As long as single pages or single documents are
scanned this functionality is quite sufficient.
With increasing requirements such as batch
processing,

searchable

files

processing

there

additional

are

or

automatic
functions

needed to increase the production efficiency
significantly.
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Empty page recognition
Empty pages can be found in two different
ways: either by the number of pixels or by the
number of characters on a page. ClickScanner
can handle both ways, it is just a setting.
Empty page extraction
In most cases there is no sense in saving empty

The solution: ClickScanner
ClickScanner focuses on automatic processing
and offers a large variety of settings and
functionality:

pages (which quite often occurs). ClickScanner
can monitor empty pages and simply eliminate
them if you want to. That simply saves disc
space.

Automatic document separation

Page rotation

Scanning batches of documents an automatic

Scanning a batch of documents it sometimes

document separation is mandatory to keep up

happens that some pages are not well oriented.

efficiency. To this ClickScanner offers you

It is almost impossible to efficiently handle

different settings: separation by empty sheets,

those situations manually. But don’t worry

by barcode on the first page of each document

ClickScanners

or by a defined keyword such as serial stamp

automatically without any setting.

handles

those

situations

on the first page of each document.
Automatic processing
To increase productivity ClickScanner can run

One Click Solutions:
We really want you to get through
your work faster.

as a service in the background that processes
the contents of a hotfolder. That saves time
because nobody has to assist the process
manually. When ClickScanner has finished the
batch it simply sends an Email to the operator.

PDF/A generation
Additionally

all

processed

files

can

be

Automatic file name generation

transformed into PDF/A format. Thus it is easily

(keyword, date/time, barcode)

possible to find terms and text sequences in

ClickScanner can change the processed file

multipage files.

names in two different ways: either it can add
the contents of a recognized barcode to the

Full text extraction

given file name or, via the settings, you can

But ClickScanner cannot only create searchable

add a document type to the file name of a

files, on top ClickScanner can extract the

batch e.g. “invoice”. Thus you can simply

recognized full text in a separate file which then

categorize the files in document types.

can be handed over to any back office system,
e.g. archive systems or ERP systems.
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Making more out of your scans!

